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Digital Photography Just the Steps For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2008
Step by step to shooting, sprucing up and sharing great photos    

    Get That Group Shot      

	
        Find the best location and try props or natural elements such as trees to arrange people.      

    
	
        Try a variety of poses. Have some sit and...
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Wedding Videography Start to FinishCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Welcome to Wedding Videography: Start to Finish, a resource to help you step confidently
	into the field of wedding videography. This book is designed to step the novice wedding
	videographer through the process of starting a wedding-videography business, filming a
	wedding, editing the wedding footage, and outputting the final product...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere Pro in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2004
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours offers practical advice from an author with a strong writing background, solid teaching experience, and extensive television production credentials -- TV anchor, reporter, photographer, and editor plus recipient of a regional Emmy award and two Society of Professional Journalists 1st place awards....
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A Short Course in Canon EOS 50D Photography book/ebookShortCourses, 2008

	This book/eBook package is your guide to getting more interesting and creative photos with the 15.1 megapixel Canon EOS 50D. It discusses every camera setting on this high-quality camera in a clear, well-illustrated style, with many integrated tips and QuickSteps, but it also does much more. You'll also learn the concepts of photography...
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Mastering the Nikon D7100Rocky Nook, 2013

	Mastering the Nikon D7100 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners of the new D7100 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera equipment.

	

	This book explores the features and...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 160 PowerPoint 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions...
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Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	The new Canon EOS Rebel XS is designed to capture the perfect photos. But if you’re new to SLRs, digital photography can be a bit intimidating. Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D For Dummies shows you how to get the most out of this digital camera, taking advantage of its 10.1 megapixel CMOS sensor with DIGIC III image processor.
...
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Black and White in Photoshop CS4 and Lightroom: A complete integrated workflow solution for creating stunning monochromatic images in Photoshop CS4, Photoshop Lightroom, and beyondFocal Press, 2009
Black and white photography has come a long way in the digital world. This comprehensive reference will help you maximize your workflow with coverage of all of the relevant new features of Photoshop CS4 and Lightroom 2, including every stage of the black and white process from capture to printing. Along the way, you'll find in-depth explanations...
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Producing Great Sound for Digital VideoCMP Books, 2002
Producing Great Sound for Digital Video educates beginning and experienced filmmakers on the intricacies of creating an outstanding soundtrack, from preproduction planning through the final mix.
 The entire book is fascinating: it's absolutely packed with useful information and tips. Most of us remember learning in high school physics...
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Digital Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	Your digital camera can do so much! And Digital Photography For Dummies, 6th Edition helps you shoot, edit, and share great photos. This full-color guide is packed with stuff that’s not in your camera manual — tips on upgrading your equipment, working with focus and exposure, shooting like a pro, organizing and...
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Digital Sports PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2008
I fly a lot in my job. Frequently, people sitting next to me on the plane ask me what I do for a living. When I tell them that I am a sports photographer, their response is usually something like this: “Wow, what a great job!” They’re right. Sports photography really is a great job.

Asports photographer captures the...
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Digital SLR Photography All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling guide to DSLR photography - now updated for the latest technology and tools!


	This new edition gets you up to "shutter speed" on the latest camera technologies, including the new consumer-targeted full-frame models and pro-features that are now incorporated in consumer-focused units. Veteran author...
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